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The writer Genevieve Taggard (1894–1948) was brought up in 
Hawai‘i. Her life in Honolulu, from 1896 to 1914, from infancy to 
early adulthood, loomed large in the development of her conscious-
ness as a lyrical and often radical poet who, although she later became 
an important figure in mainstream American literature, never lost 
her deep connection with a culture which established in her both a 
delight in her experiences of nature and a conviction in the impor-
tance of community. 
Having achieved early fame for her lyric poetry in the 1920s, at 
the height of the Depression in New York, she began to write poems 
that expressed her belief in socialism as a solution to the problems of 
capitalism. These poems have been heavily criticized by some critics 
for being overly didactic and propagandistic, and as a result her liter-
ary reputation has been on the whole limited to her lyric creations.1 
When she died in 1948, the McCarthy campaign against communism 
(through the prosecutions of the House UnAmerican Activities Com-
mittee) was accelerating, and any writer tainted by radical affiliations 
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was denounced or ignored. By 1985, her work would be described 
in the Dictionary of Literary Biography as “now largely forgotten.”2 The 
strong social commitment that produced her politically driven poems 
was largely formed during her childhood in Hawai‘i, by the moral 
and social conscience instilled in her by progressive reformist Chris-
tian parents in the mixed-race community of Kalihi. Although she 
wrote very few poems about Hawaiian subjects during the Depression 
years, in 1946 she returned to them in her last book titled Origin: 
Hawaii (1947). Some of those late works, both lyrical and politically 
charged, represent her determination to create emotionally complex 
poems that celebrate the human striving for racial and economic 
equality which she valued in the doctrine of socialism and, eventually, 
 communism.
I. Hawaiian Beginnings and the Social Motive
Genevieve Taggard was born in 1894, in Waitsburg, Washington, to 
schoolteacher parents who took her with them when they emigrated 
to Hawai‘i in 1896. In 1897, the Taggards moved to the foot of Kalihi 
Valley where her father James N. Taggard took up the post of princi-
pal of Kalihi Waena School and her mother Alta was employed as a 
teacher. Kalihi Waena was a public elementary school, founded nine 
years earlier, with students of many different races and cultures where 
Taggard’s sense of herself as a culturally integrated local person was 
formed. She and her friends gathered kiawe (algaroba) pods to sell 
for animal fodder, learned how to catch live minnows, and roamed 
the shore and the valley (now the route of Likelike Highway, which 
leads to the Wilson Tunnel through the Ko‘olau Range) picking wild 
guavas, mangoes and bananas. 
By 1896 when the Taggards arrived, school attendance for all 
children from six to fourteen became mandatory in Hawai‘i under 
the Provisional Government. The native population of ethnic Hawai-
ians was already largely literate in the Hawaiian language, but with 
the goal of annexation looming the government pushed for univer-
sal mastery of English. In the wake of the overthrow of the reigning 
Queen Lili‘uokalani, but before Hawai‘i was recognized as a territory 
of the United States, all workers paid by the Provisional Government 
(including teachers) were required to sign an oath not to support any 
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attempt to reinstate the monarchy. This resulted in a reduction in 
the numbers of Native Hawaiian teachers (who, naturally, might be 
unwilling to sign such an oath), and a campaign to encourage white 
American teachers like Genevieve’s parents to emigrate from the 
mainland, solidifying the power of the haole- [Caucasian] controlled 
educational system.3 
In 1906, Genevieve was enrolled at Punahou Preparatory School, 
which had been founded in 1841 for the children of the early Con-
gregational missionaries and was by the turn of the century the pre-
eminent school in Hawai‘i, with high tuition fees which her parents 
would have struggled to pay. Although there was some degree of racial 
mixture at Punahou, it was a school for the wealthy upper classes. 
The yearbook for Genevieve’s graduating class shows a number of 
Figure 1. J.N. Taggard and Genevieve Taggard, at their first home in Kalihi, c. 1900. 
Donald Angus Papers, Special Collections, Hamilton Library, University of Hawai‘i 
at Mānoa.
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part-Hawaiian and Chinese students: the children of eminent haole 
who had married Hawaiian women, and families of wealthy Chinese 
tradesmen. But those with whom Genevieve spent her early child-
hood out in Kalihi—the children of Hawaiian, Portuguese, Chinese 
and Japanese plantation workers—did not go there, and the twelve-
year-old Genevieve would have understood that she had been lifted 
out of the throng of the working class into the school for the elite. 
Fortunate as she was to be there, this may have contributed later (in 
her first autobiographical writings of the early 1920s) to a feeling of 
internal conflict she could never fully resolve. 
James Taggard’s chronic tuberculosis sent the family back to Waits-
burg in 1910 when Genevieve was sixteen. He and his wife, by now 
with three children, were hoping to restore their depleted finances 
with the repayment of a $2000 loan they had made years before to one 
of James’s brothers (an amount worth around $50,000 today). Faced 
with his refusal to honor the debt and nearly destitute, the Taggards 
were devastated to find themselves in a condition of near servitude, 
working for James’ brother, John (who had become a wealthy land-
owner and fruit-grower on the strength of their loan) in exchange for 
rent, living in the hired hand’s house, and having to accept church 
charity. It was an experience that shocked the adolescent Genevieve 
and established in her a profound realization of class difference and 
the power relations of money that she never forgot. Some writers have 
suggested that she came from a bourgeois middle-class background—
and her parents certainly aspired to that cultural level—but her cor-
respondence and family reminiscences suggest that they struggled 
financially: in Washington enduring real poverty, and in Hawai‘i just 
managing to make ends meet. 
Many years later, in her preface to Origin: Hawaii, Taggard cher-
ished the memory of a verse from the Bible ( John 10:10): “I am come 
that ye might have life and have it more abundantly.” “I have never 
ceased to think,” she wrote, “that the text, taken literally, should be 
the aim of all governments.” The deeply ingrained memory of that 
verse was integral to her experiences in the church to which she and 
her parents belonged in Honolulu, whose beliefs underpinned Gen-
evieve’s social commitment in her adulthood. The Taggards belonged 
to the Disciples of Christ, an Evangelical sect which grew out of Pres-
byterianism in America in the 1820s. Their decision to move to 
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Hawai‘i with the two-year-old Genevieve in 1896 may have been partly 
motivated by the opening of the first chapel of the Disciples of Christ 
in Honolulu (on Alakea Street near the corner of King Street) under 
the Rev. Thomas D. Garvin the previous year. John and Alta Taggard 
went to Hawai‘i not as Congregational Protestant missionaries of the 
sort that had arrived in the islands eighty years before (who were by 
this time the land-owning children and grandchildren of those ear-
lier immigrants now comprising a haole elite, a wealthy upper class 
in Hawai‘i’s social hierarchy), but as dedicated teachers of modest 
means who believed in an inclusive Christianity, moral and practical 
education, and social reform. 
Like many of their generation in the 1890s and at the turn of the 
century, they were progressives who believed in the betterment of 
society and in democratic social change. The progressive movement, 
backed by philosophers and economists such as John Dewey and 
Thorstein Veblen, was in this period calling for government reform 
Figure 2. The ‘new tabernacle,’ Church of the Disciples of Christ, 1895, from the 
Honolulu Advertiser.
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to solve the problems of labor conflict and urban slums.4 The Tag-
gards’ desire for social improvement was underpinned by their affilia-
tion with the Disciples of Christ, in which a new social liberalism had 
developed in the 1890s. In 1894, one of the church’s most respected 
commentators, James H. Garrison, wrote: 
without departing in the least from the spirit and aim of the gospel, … 
we would urge upon our ministers the importance of extending practi-
cal sympathy and aid to all wise movements: looking to the purification 
of our political life, the removal of unjust burdens from the shoulders 
of the oppressed, the enactment of laws for the better protection of life 
and health of the toiling masses, [and] the settlement of difficulties 
between labor and capital. . . .5 
Political action, he believed, was the duty of all Christians. 
James Taggard’s time as principal of Kalihi Waena School coincided 
with the tenure of Henry S. Townsend as Inspector General of Schools 
in Hawai‘i. Townsend advocated “learning by doing” rather than tra-
ditional, passive rote memorization.6 His liberal policies very closely 
followed the educational philosophy of Francis W. Parker, and with 
the assistance of Board of Education member Emma I. Dillingham 
(mother of Mary Dillingham Frear, friend of the Taggards) Townsend 
managed to bring him to Hawai‘i, fresh from his new experimental 
school in Chicago, to speak at the 1898 Hawai‘i teachers’ summer 
school.7 Parker was a pioneer in the progressive school movement, 
focusing on the education of the whole child, and experience-based 
learning with a strong emphasis on language and writing. One of 
Parker’s key principles was “the social motive,” the idea that values 
enhancing the group and community were fundamental to human 
development.8 Freedom of expression was encouraged, but freedom 
was always kept in balance with responsibility.
In the summer of 1899, Townsend presided at a conference in 
Honolulu of the Teachers’ Association, which included in the first ses-
sion a report on the current state of schools on O‘ahu by Genevieve’s 
father. John Dewey (a great admirer of Francis Parker, with whom 
he had worked closely in Chicago) had been invited that summer to 
speak at the teachers’ summer school, and during August and Sep-
tember he gave a series of eight lectures for the University Extension 
at Honolulu High School (now McKinley High School) on subjects 
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of early education and themes of general philosophy.9 It is extremely 
likely that both of Taggard’s parents, as new teachers in the public 
school system, attended these summer schools. 
In Dewey’s 1897 essay, “My Pedagogical Creed,” based on his experi-
ence of establishing an experimental school in Chicago, he expressed 
his conviction that education was the foundation of all social progress 
and reform. True education was, for Dewey, the gradual adjustment 
of the individual to social consciousness and social respon sibility, 
enabling the child to conceive of himself from the standpoint of “the 
welfare of the group.”10 This concept, which Genevieve may have 
understood from her parents’ attitudes to ethical education (particu-
larly since she taught at Kalihi Waena herself in her last year of high 
school during her father’s illness) was reinforced during her school 
years at Punahou, under its principal, Arthur Floyd Griffiths, a pro-
gressive administrator who entreated the entire student body to learn 
the causes of poverty and to “take a definite responsibility for the bet-
terment of their own community.”11 
Jack London, who visited Hawai‘i during the Taggards’ residence 
there, was a socialist, many of whose writings advocated revolution-
ary change in the existing power structure. His first book to explic-
itly denounce the evils of capitalism, after his conversion to socialism 
in 1896, was The People of the Abyss, exposing the desperate poverty 
of the English urban slums. Upton Sinclair called him “one of the 
great revolutionary figures” in history. He became the most popular 
writer of the working class, and even a decade after his death he was 
acknowledged by the radical magazine The New Masses as “a real pro-
letarian writer.”12
London’s writings have become less popular in the course of 
the twentieth century because of his attachment to an idea of white 
supremacy, through the Nietzchean “superman,” which emerged 
in his adventure stories.13 Ironically, it was the success of Call of the 
Wild that brought requests for his writings from the socialist press, 
and resulted in the publication of essays such as “The Class Struggle” 
in the New York Independent (5 November 1903) and “The Scab” in 
the Atlantic Monthly ( January 1904). Between 1905 and 1907, Lon-
don became a national spokesman for the socialist movement, lectur-
ing for the Intercollegiate Socialist Society, raising money for labor 
causes, and writing essays and stories to convey the revolutionary 
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socialist message to the American public, culminating in his book The 
Iron Heel in 1908.
The year after Genevieve entered Punahou Preparatory School, 
Jack London and his wife Charmian made the first of three visits to 
Hawai‘i in 1907, staying for eight months in a rented house on the 
beach at what is now Pearl Harbor. The stories he wrote, based on 
his experiences there, were collected in The House of Pride and Other 
Tales of Hawaii, published in 1912, and were strongly informed by 
his socialist beliefs, which often spurred him to denunciations of 
race and class oppression. “Koolau the Leper,” published in the lib-
eral Portland journal The Pacific Monthly in December 1909, leveled 
accusations against the white capitalist ruling class of Hawai‘i for the 
importation of Chinese workers infected with leprosy and for forcibly 
displacing the (mostly Native Hawaiian) sufferers of the disease to the 
island of Moloka‘i and expropriating their land. 
Even if Genevieve was prohibited, as she claimed in her 1927 
memoir “Poet out of Pioneer,” from reading anything but the Bible at 
home in her childhood, it is likely that she would have been exposed 
to at least London’s The House of Pride in the library at Punahou (then 
called Oahu College) where she attended high school from 1912 
until 1914 after the family’s return from Washington, and where she 
made considerable literary contributions herself to the school mag-
azine.14 She published poems and short stories in Punahou’s year-
book The Oahuan and served as editor-in-chief during her senior year. 
The school library was a valuable resource for such a young literary 
hopeful, with a major donation having been made in 1913 by the 
Cooke family, of $15,000 (around $350,000 today) for books and 
 equipment. 
Taggard’s awareness of Jack London as, in his time, a well-known 
interpreter of Hawaiian life, and as a socialist, would have been mag-
nified by the memorial issue of Overland Monthly (the preeminent 
literary magazine of California) upon his death in 1916, when the 
family was in Berkeley. Her own short story, “Lani,” had appeared in 
its pages in November 1915, and she must have been interested to 
see the contents of this special “Jack London Edition,” including a 
biographical study by George Wharton James, a poem about him by 
George Sterling, a long article featuring his conversion to socialism, 
and an essay about London’s visit to Hawai‘i. By the time The Maka loa 
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Mat, a second collection of London’s stories about the islands, was 
posthumously published in 1919—the year Taggard graduated from 
college—she no doubt realized that her life experiences in Hawai‘i 
could provide equally fertile material for her own prose and poetry, 
which she began writing around that time and through the early 
‘twenties.
One of the first things she published when she arrived in New York 
in 1920 was a series for the Christian Science Monitor of short prose 
pieces on Hawaiian plants, including the kiawe tree, banana, papaya, 
banyan, monkey pod, coconut palm, and lantana.15 Taggard’s item on 
the lantana, in December 1920, clearly signals its debt to an article by 
Jack London printed just before his death in The Cosmopolitan Maga-
zine. In Taggard’s unpublished notes for her text we hear London’s 
own story of the plant arriving in a little pot and placed in a mission-
ary greenhouse, and the efforts of cattle ranchers later to “grub it 
out” (the very words used by London) when it became invasive and a 
serious pest all over the islands, as so many alien species did. London 
even made it a metaphor for white imperialist encroachment: “Like 
the invading white who dispossessed the native Hawaiians of their 
land, so did the lantana to the native vegetation.”16 This is perhaps 
obliquely alluded to in Taggard’s title “Land-Tanna,” along with her 
reference to what was then London’s most famous publication, when 
she described the lantana as “a plant that heard the call of the wild.” 
But whereas London’s anti-colonialism is explicit in his version, Tag-
gard’s is an implicit association with London’s socialism with which 
she identified herself during her student years at Berkeley. “In those 
days,” she later wrote, “Frank Norris and Jack London were still heard 
of as friends of friends. The great city of San Francisco taught me a 
good deal that I needed to know.”17
It was natural that Genevieve’s parents would hope for a university 
education for her, and Hawai‘i in that period offered no prospects. 
The College of Agricultural and Mechanical Arts of the Territory of 
Hawai‘i, founded in 1907, would not add a College of Arts and Sci-
ences until 1920. When Genevieve was accepted by the University 
of California in 1914, the family moved to Berkeley and supported 
themselves by running a boarding house next to the campus on Chan-
ning Way. Her university education during World War I established 
her socialist beliefs, confirmed in the light of the Russian Revolution 
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in 1917. In that year, she became the editor of The Occident (the uni-
versity’s literary magazine), where some of her own prose and poetry 
was published between 1915 and 1918, much of which—including 
the short story “Lani,” and the poems “The Mongoose,” “Hawaiian 
Sonnet,” and “Maui of Haleakala”—was inspired by her upbringing 
in the islands.18 
Another event that may have focused Taggard’s consciousness of 
her Hawaiian cultural identity was the opening of the Panama Pacific 
International Exposition in San Francisco in 1915, which generated 
in the continental U.S. an explosion of popular interest in Hawai‘i 
and Hawaiian music, just months after the Taggard family’s arrival in 
the Bay Area. As early as spring 1912, the Honolulu cultural journal 
Paradise of the Pacific was already reporting on preparations for the 
fair and advance publicity was appearing in Mid-Pacific Magazine from 
the fall of 1913. On July 7, 1914, a year before it opened, a ground-
breaking ceremony was held for the Hawai‘i Pavilion to great public 
relations effect, even including lei sellers, a “moving picture enter-
tainment showing Hawaiian scenes,” and performances by the Ernest 
Ka‘ai Quartet.19 
In November 1919, after her graduation, when Taggard was still 
living in Berkeley and working for a San Francisco daily newspaper, 
she sent some poems on Hawaiian themes to Poetry Magazine ; one of 
them, “From the Frail Sea” was accepted for publication in June 1920. 
She summarized her Hawaiian years to the editor, Harriet Monroe: 
“I went to the Hawaiian Islands when I was two years old and lived there 
until I came to college. My mother and father were teachers on the 
plantations, so I lived with the Hawaiians and came to know many inti-
mate things about them. I heard their stories by word of mouth, from 
the old people. My greatest desire is to save the poetry of their tempera-
ments, and their traditions, from being lost with them.”20 
Her wish to preserve “the poetry of the temperaments” of Native 
Hawaiians somewhat parallels the impulse of photographer Edward 
Curtis in his attempt to depict Native Americans in traditional gar-
ments unique to their cultures in The North American Indian (1907–
1930). By the turn of the century, the popular image of the Native 
American was limited to the exotic but superficial entertainment of 
the wild west show. Public hula performances on tour, such as those 
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staged for the Pan-Pacific Expo, represented the equivalent for the 
ethnic Hawaiian, a commercialized impression Taggard will have seen 
as inauthentic to her own experience of the people, and one she may 
have hoped to correct or revise through her poetry. 
But it would be quite a few years before a mature political aware-
ness enabled her to write about Hawai‘i in a critique of the prevailing 
popular image of Hawaiians and their history. Her high school and 
early undergraduate literary education had emphasized the work of 
the romantic poets of the nineteenth century. In “Skull Song,” first 
published in The Occident in 1918 and included in her first book of 
poems on Hawai‘i, Hawaiian Hilltop (1923), her early lyrical style 
embraces a popular poetic form of the turn of the century, the bal-
lad: “The skin of the sea was thick, to-night,/ And the tone of the sea 
was dull;/ When I found by the edge of the sullen sea/ The half of a 
 sea-god’s skull.” 
The form of the poem, with its stanzas of internally rhyming qua-
trains and phrase repetitions, is reminiscent of Robert Louis Steven-
son’s Penny Whistles or A Child’s Garden of Verses and Kipling’s The Seven 
Seas, and derives its narrative from the storytelling traditions of the pre-
vious century. Taggard was well acquainted with Stevenson’s work—
Figure 3. Portrait of Genevieve 
Tag gard, c. 1919, from The Califor-
nia Monthly (October 1927).
Figure 4. Cover of Hawaiian Hilltop, published in 1923. Beinecke Library, Yale Uni-
versity.
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his poem “To Princess Kaiulani” was reprinted upon Ka‘iulani’s 
death in 1899 in the teaching magazine used by Taggard’s parents, 
Hawaii’s Young People, and she referred to it in the introduction to 
her own 1920 poem about the Hawaiian princess.21 But beyond the 
romantic mythological tone of “Skull Song,” the imagery (possibly 
stimulated by her undergraduate exposure to the works of Sigmund 
Freud) of the “half of a sea-god’s skull” and “half of a sea-god’s tail” 
suggests the separation of the psychological from the physical exis-
tence, in “the sinister sea” of the chaotic and dis-integrated life of 
modern man. It represents, perhaps, the split consciousness of the 
writer, and the mortal part of the skull safely buried at the end of the 
poem may reflect the poet’s conscious struggle to suppress nostalgic 
memories of her childhood.
But at the same time that she was submitting work to Poetry, she 
also had five poems on Hawaiian subjects accepted by a New York 
leftist magazine, The Liberator, the radical journal that succeeded The 
Masses.22 She was now politically engaged and looking to the future. 
Taggard had met Max Eastman, socialist editor of The Liberator and 
former editor of The Masses, on his lecture tour of California in 1919 
and it was he who encouraged her to move to New York and became 
her mentor and lover when she did. 
Arriving in New York in 1920, she took a job in the publishing 
offices of B.W. Huebsch, working on the newly founded radical mag-
azine The Freeman, with content similar to the Nation and the New 
Republic, and reviewed poetry books for its literary editor Van Wyck 
Brooks. She married that year, and also founded a literary magazine 
herself with a group of her peers, The Measure, which ran until 1926. 
In 1921, she and her husband, the writer Robert Wolf, with their new 
baby Marcia, went to California for a year where she taught poetry 
at Berkeley and helped edit an anthology of works by Pacific coast 
writers. She also finished her first book of poems, For Eager Lovers, 
published in 1922. The following year, shortly after she returned to 
the East Coast, her second volume of poems, Hawaiian Hilltop, was 
published by Wyckoff and Gelber in San Francisco and printed by the 
Grabhorn Press, but it was not widely distributed and received little 
critical notice.
In 1929, after publishing two more books of poems, she found a 
job teaching English at Mt. Holyoke, a women’s liberal arts college in 
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Massachusetts, and in the spirit of her parents’ dedication to progres-
sive education she later taught at two other experimental colleges: 
Bennington College in Vermont (1932–34) and Sarah Lawrence Col-
lege in New York (1935–46). In 1930, she wrote the first scholarly 
biography of Emily Dickinson, and in the same year published an 
anthology of metaphysical poetry, Circumference. In 1934, after divorc-
ing her first husband (who was committed to a mental institution) 
Taggard married again, to Kenneth Durant, director of the U.S. office 
of TASS (the Russian news agency) in New York, and in the follow-
ing years the evidence in her poems of a fervent socialist commit-
ment rose to a new level. They had their honeymoon in Russia in 
the summer of 1936, and Taggard began on her most radical poems, 
 collected in Calling Western Union, published in that year.
II. The Cost of Imperialism
Although she was writing revolutionary poems as early as 1919, it 
wasn’t until the mid-1920s that Taggard began to find her political 
voice.23 In 1924, she published a memoir of her childhood, “A Haole 
Scrapbook,” in the Bookman.24 The pretext for writing it is offered 
in the report of her acquaintance with a man who had “spent a few 
weeks in Hawaii and knew more useful things about its geography, 
commerce, politics, industry, anthropology and geology” than she 
did, whereas her personal memories of the place of her childhood 
were of her peer group, local characters, and her intimate relation to 
the natural environment. Whoever this “traveller” was, he represents a 
device for the expression of her developing awareness of the political 
history of the kingdom, overthrow, and territory of Hawai‘i and the 
social injustices perpetrated on the peoples of Hawai‘i by the forces 
of American capitalism. By assigning to herself the term haole (the 
original meaning of which is “foreigner”) in her title, Taggard was 
now accepting the role of outsider, seeing in a more critical light the 
formative culture to which she would never return.
In the text of her memoir, she feigns disinterest in the traveller’s 
talk of Hawai‘i’s sugar and pineapple industries. But her story of the 
communitarian life of island children, availing themselves freely of 
the fruits of forest and shore, soon turns to their introduction to 
capitalism, and its underlying effects of greed and exploitation, as 
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they carry bags of algaroba beans to sell for loose change to the “rich 
man” who keeps stables of horses for tourists. Here, childhood remi-
niscence  quietly takes the shape of economic allegory. As her most 
admired young friend, the “native” boy John Frank, stands on a rock 
at the water’s edge where generations of his ancestors fished, she 
remarks that it is now “on a white man’s estate.” Her racial separate-
ness and implied cultural complicity is keenly felt, within this admis-
sion of American acquisition of Hawaiian lands, when he says regret-
fully, “Too bad you gotta be haole.” She admits to thinking so, herself, 
for the rest of her life.25
In 1925, Taggard compiled an anthology of poetry, May Days, 
from the radical magazines Masses (1912–1917) and Liberator (1918–
1924). In her introduction, she explored the problems of art and 
propaganda in these two revolutionary journals, suggesting that their 
great social and creative achievements finally came to an end because 
the artists were frightened of revolution and the propagandists gave 
artists an impossible task to perform, even quoting Leon Trotsky from 
his book Literature and Revolution, recently translated into English. 
She also announced that she would donate all her royalties to the 
cause of the International Workers’ Aid, a relief agency responding 
to Lenin’s call for humanitarian assistance in the face of famine in the 
Volga region in the early 1920s.26
In the same year, Dollar Diplomacy: A Study in American Imperialism, 
by Scott Nearing and Joseph Freeman, was published by her former 
employer, B.W. Huebsch. Living in New York in this period, she would 
have been alerted to it by reviews in the liberal press. A discussion over 
three pages in this book outlines the imperialist motives behind the 
annexation of Hawai‘i, based on competition for the U.S. sugar mar-
ket and the strategic importance of a potential naval base at the onset 
of the Spanish-American war in 1898. Taggard voiced her response in 
the same year to the social and economic injustices committed against 
the people of Hawai‘i in this poem: 
For Hawaii Brought Low
Let me be voice for that proud, lovely race,
Let me be words for them, who are so mute;
Let me be lips to tell the hushed disgrace
Of these, my people. Let my sharp words shoot
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Cutting to death the righteous, scheming brood
Of these, my people who have plundered them.
Rude let me be, who are their blood, as rude
They were who broke this flowering stem.
For them, sweet singers, let me not be dumb
In this, their silent day, when they lie down
Simple and sad, aware that they have come
To the death that brooded in my people’s frown.
If I can tell of them, so they be heard
My own small griefs may go without a word.27 
On the surface, this sonnet—unusual in the ferocity of its political 
protest—seems to be both an elegy for the Native Hawaiians, and an 
indictment of the American oligarchy that robbed them, “plundered 
them,” of their birthright. But it contains an ambiguity, which allows 
her in the first four lines to apparently identify in the phrase “these 
my people” with the victims of oppression, and in the next two to 
admit her complicity with their oppressors. 
In 1899, the Inspector General of Schools, H.S. Townsend, under 
whom Genevieve’s parents worked, presented a paper at the National 
Education Association meeting in Los Angeles, in which he expressed 
the special cultural situation in which educators in Hawai‘i found 
themselves: “The civilization which the aggressive race had developed 
and in which it has been trained, based upon an assumption of univer-
sal selfishness, has precipitated a struggle in which the passive Hawai-
ian race is at a great disadvantage.”28 Rampant capitalism in the wake 
of imperialist colonization had fostered values foreign to the com-
munitarian and non-competitive Hawaiian way of life, the “flowering 
stem” that Taggard describes as broken.
Although she would have known that by 1920 the Native Hawai-
ian population was almost literally decimated from its size in 1850, 
there is another historical factor that may have stimulated her to write 
this poem. In 1924 (the year before she wrote it), striking sugar plan-
tation laborers on the island of Kaua‘i were violently confronted by 
police, resulting in the deaths of about twenty people, mostly workers. 
What suggests this event may have some bearing on the poem is her 
sentence, “Let my sharp words shoot/ Cutting to death the righteous, 
scheming brood. . . .” The overall subject is the political and social 
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decline of the Native Hawaiian people, but it seems strongly colored 
by the Kaua‘i sugar strike massacre. Perhaps for Taggard the racial 
origin of the striking workers, mostly Filipinos, was less important 
than their identity generally as peoples of Hawai‘i, exploited by the 
same white ruling class as the Native Hawaiians. As this tragedy was 
reported by the Associated Press, she would certainly have read about 
it in New York.
In 1924, Clifford Gessler, a Chicago journalist who had gone to 
Hawai‘i to work for the Honolulu Advertiser in 1921, published Slants, 
his book of poems about Hawai‘i. Having seen Taggard’s Hawaiian 
poems in Poetry magazine, he wrote to her the following year to ask 
if she would review his book there. In the end, the journal decided 
to print Margery Swett’s review of Gessler’s book, but it was printed 
alongside a review of Taggard’s own book, Hawaiian Hilltop. The ques-
tion of whether Taggard was aware by the early 1940s of the politi-
cal situation in Hawai‘i, with regard to the communist-affiliated labor 
unions, is answered conclusively by Gessler’s 1942 book, Hawaii: 
Isles of Enchantment, in which he quoted in full Taggard’s poem “To 
a Brown Face” from Hawaiian Hilltop. The poem suggests an inner 
conflict: the poet is “unwillingly/ To that far kingdom subject,” and at 
the same time she is—along with the wind, and “all the waves of earth” 
(in short, all the elements of nature)—inexorably drawn back to it in 
her memory. But a further chapter in Gessler’s book also describes 
sympathetically the harsh working conditions of plantation laborers, 
and reports on the Japanese and Filipino sugar plantation strikes of 
the 1920s, including strike-breaking and worker intimidation, and 
the Kaua‘i massacre of 1924.29
In fact, Taggard would have known all too well the ill effects caused 
to the culture and people of Hawai‘i by the early 1930s. In 1934, a 
 pamphlet written by Samuel Weinman, Hawaii: A Story of Imperialist 
Plunder, was published by Alexander Trachtenberg, whose Interna-
tional Publishers effectively constituted the publishing arm of the 
American Communist Party from the 1920s onward, and held signifi-
cant power within the editorial group of the radical magazine New 
Masses, where Taggard was a contributing editor during the1930s.30 
She may have been shocked to read it, but cannot have been totally 
surprised by the content, an explosion of Marxist outrage at the 
crimes perpetrated against the land and peoples of Hawai‘i through 
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exploitation by the sugar barons. The rosy tourist view painted by the 
Hawaiian publicity machine, he argued, hid from the public the con-
ditions of slavery on the plantations and concealed military prepara-
tions for another capitalist war. 
Whether or not Taggard read Weinman’s pamphlet, she could 
not have avoided seeing his June 1934 review in New Masses of Ruth 
 McKee’s novel about the lives of missionaries in Hawai‘i. Weinman 
condemned McKee’s book for failing to reveal the evil perpetrated 
by the missionary colonization of the islands, bringing “forced labor, 
syphilis, and whisky to Hawaii, leading to the annihilation of the 
native population . . . from 200,000 in 1820 to 22,230 in 1932.”31 He 
declared that as the missionaries became merchants and sugar plant-
ers, and with land taken from the native population, they imposed 
a two-crop economy of sugar and pineapple. The self-sufficiency of 
local agriculture was thereby lost, with the wealthy ruling class import-
ing foods from the mainland, and the natives living mainly on a diet 
of rice and working in poor conditions for slave wages on the plan-
tations. “The missionaries and their heirs,” he wrote, “have ground 
hundreds of millions of dollars in super-profits out of the plantation 
toilers. Plantation strikes have been crushed in blood.”32 This attitude 
of anti-capitalist indignation was reiterated by another voice which 
Taggard could not have ignored in New Masses, Walker Winslow, 
whose poem “God’s a Haole” appeared a few months later in Octo-
ber: “God’s a haole/with his hands in his pockets,/Jingling coins. . . .
Plantation angels drip/ Molasses into his palms;/And God, the alche-
mist,/Drips coins into a vault.”
In 1942, Taggard reviewed for the New Masses a book by Blake 
Clark about the 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor. The United States’ lack 
of preparation for this attack, she suggested, was due to an eastern 
bias in the American consciousness, looking to New York and even to 
Europe rather than addressing the social and political problems in 
Asia and the Pacific. Another cause of that shortsightedness was that 
Americans had been “content to take the Chamber of Commerce 
version of Hawaii, and the Tourist Trade version, and the Hollywood 
version,” which was to her “blind and degrading.”33 It is no won-
der, then, that the invitation she received in the mid-thirties from a 
publicity photo-agency for the tourist industry, the Pan-Pacific Press 
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Bureau, to once again visit Hawai‘i and write a promotional piece 
about the islands was ignored.
In her autobiographical essay in the Yale Review of September 1945, 
“Plenty Pilikia,” Taggard’s knowledge of the political and commercial 
forces at work in the Pacific is now explained through the histori-
cal record of exploitation and imperialism. She presents this revela-
tion through quotations from the pages of the Hawai‘i public schools 
teaching magazine, Hawaii’s Young People, edited by Osmer Abbott in 
Lahaina through 1899, which she comes across in her parents’ library. 
Here, she says, she learned the myths of the “hero Maui and the god-
dess Pele” even before Demeter and Prometheus. But the news events 
reported by Abbott and highlighted by Taggard relate to the balance 
of power in the Pacific, impending war, and warnings of fascist politics 
and racism in other parts of the world. These include notices about 
Aguinaldo (a leader in the Philippines 1896 revolution); the “fight-
ing in Samoa” (the second Samoan Civil War between two imperial-
ist powers, the U.S. and Germany); the dethroning of the Chinese 
emperor, apparently for affecting western habits; the Dreyfus affair 
(by then an example of anti-Semitic prejudice); the U.S. saber-rattling 
at the start of the Spanish-American War; the attempt on the part 
of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association to reduce the perceived 
threat of the so-called “yellow peril” in the large numbers of Japanese 
on the plantations by introducing Portuguese workers from Madeira 
and the Azores; and the takeover of large portions of the Honolulu 
waterfront by the United States government.34 
Finally, she focuses on the raising of the American flag at ‘Iolani 
Palace on August 8, 1898, which she witnessed as a child of four. She 
recalls a dignified assemblage of Hawaiians, all dressed in white, weep-
ing aloud as Berger’s Royal Hawaiian Band played “Hawai‘i Pono‘ī” 
(the national anthem of the Kingdom of Hawai‘i, composed by King 
David Kalākaua in 1874). This makes of her story a personal realiza-
tion of the Hawaiian peoples as victims of American imperialism (by 
1899, the three best harbors in Oceania—in Honolulu, in Pago Pago 
and in Manila—were under U.S. control) and her examples from 
Abbott also expose an American paranoia fuelled by race prejudice 
against Asia which, she suggests, was one of the main causes of World 
War II. In her memoir, she embeds these documents of historical and 
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political events—imperialism and implied race prejudice—within 
the personal and tactile memories of her childhood: of the school-
room and church, banyan roots, the red earth, the sea, the crabs and 
coconuts, just as she would integrate them in her Hawaiian poems of 
this later period. 
In 1944, the photographer Paul Strand (whom Taggard had known 
since the mid-thirties through the League of American Writers, and 
as a key figure in Frontier Films) renewed his friendship with Taggard 
and her husband Kenneth Durant, and took his wife Virginia with 
him on visits to their farmhouse in Vermont. Virginia, an actress and 
budding journalist, had joined the cast in 1946 of the travelling pro-
duction of the play “Blythe Spirit” for the USO, which would take her 
across the Pacific. On the return voyage, the ship stopped in Hawai‘i, 
where Virginia interviewed union leaders for an article she was writ-
ing. Taggard must have shared with Virginia her knowledge of the 
emerging labor unions there because in November 1946, when Vir-
ginia returned, she sent Genevieve her thanks and copies of snapshots 
she had taken of the leaders of the ILWU (International Longshore 
and Warehouse Union) in Honolulu.35 
When the territorial government of Hawai‘i was established in 
1900, contract-labor became illegal, and plantation laborers began to 
call for higher wages and better conditions. A series of labor disputes 
erupted over the next few years (in 1905, 1906 and 1909); in 1920 
Japanese and Filipino plantation workers all over O‘ahu went out on 
strike. But the labor union movement in Hawai‘i really took root in 
1935 with the arrival of Jack Hall, who along with Bill Bailey prepared 
the ground for the Hawai‘i chapter of the Communist Party U.S.A. in 
1937.36 During the war, martial law was declared in Hawai‘i (Decem-
ber 1941 to October 1944), and all labor organizing was prohibited 
under wartime security restrictions. When civilian law returned to the 
islands, the ILWU launched a campaign to unionize the plantations. 
By June 1946, their huge membership drive succeeded in enrolling 
20,000 of the approximately 24,000 sugar workers—just a couple of 
months before the arrival of Taggard’s friend Virginia Stevens. When 
Virginia returned in August, Paul Strand wrote to Taggard that she 
was hard at work on her article about the labor movement in Hawai‘i 
where, he reported to Taggard, apparently “vast changes” had taken 
place in recent years.37 
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III. A Hawaiian Origin on the Mind’s Horizon
The greatest proportions of poems based on Taggard’s upbringing in 
Hawai‘i are in her 1923 book, Hawaiian Hilltop, and her final book, 
Origin: Hawaii (although her very first book, For Eager Lovers also 
includes half a dozen Hawai‘i-related poems). Although she wrote 
fewer poems about Hawai‘i in her most politicized period in the mid-
1930s, even in Calling Western Union (1936) her long preface “Hawaii, 
Washington, Vermont” foregrounds her Hawaiian childhood. In a 
couple of her mid-career books, the poem “Try Tropic for Your Ills” 
survives as a Hawaiian reference and reminder. In her book of 1942, 
Long View, her memories of Hawai‘i surface again briefly in her prose 
piece “Notes on Writing Words for Music,” in memories of her own 
musical background in Honolulu. In the biographical statement she 
provided that year for Stanley Kunitz’s Twentieth Century American 
Authors she indicated that she was working on a history of her parents’ 
lives in Hawai‘i; perhaps this and the death of her sister in 1943 fos-
tered a desire to at last reclaim that earlier identification with place 
and people that had formed her early sensibility and consciousness.
In 1947, Genevieve Taggard’s last book of poems, Origin: Hawaii, 
was published by Donald Angus in Honolulu. The suggestion for the 
book had come from Angus himself, a Honolulu art collector whose 
mother had taught at Kalihi Waena School where Taggard’s father 
had been the principal at the turn of the century. Angus renewed his 
acquaintance with Taggard in Mallorca, where she was supported by 
a Guggenheim award in 1931, and years later at the end of World 
War II, knowing how important the islands had been to her values 
and outlook, he wrote asking if she would be interested in collecting 
together and publishing the poems about Hawai‘i she had written 
in the early 1920s. She agreed to work with Angus, but rather than 
simply re-issue the contents of the earlier book, she decided to make 
a new selection.38 
The renewal of her acquaintance with Angus by correspondence 
at the end of the war clearly opened her to the possibilities of re-
engaging through her poetry with a store of memories of her Hawai-
ian life that had lain dormant for years. He wrote to her in May 1946 
encouraging her to write about the smells of the land and flora he 
found so true of the place: 
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In the hills the earth exudes a smell of its own. Pele’s red earth with 
eons of rotted tropical forest growth leaves . . . gives off a smell that I 
always associate with a tramp in the woods on Tantalus, the Waianae 
range, the Manoa Valley trail. 
On board ship returning to the islands from San Francisco, he told 
her, he could smell the flowers “twelve hours out of Honolulu.” Hop-
ing to encourage her to create some new work, but not wishing to 
impose his ideas too literally, he insisted it was just a suggestion.39 
It does however appear to have borne fruit in Taggard’s poem 
“The Luau,” in which the images, smells, sounds and tastes of an “old 
communion,” the innocence of a Hawaiian childhood, rise up in 
her memory:40 
The Luau
Odor of algarroba, lure of release.
The smell of red lehua and the crisp scent of maile . . .
These words and images will help you after a little.
Hypnotic words emerge and bloom in the mind,
Anaesthetic names . . . Dry buzz of bees
Who make a honey eaten at early breakfast
From a comb like a broken coral . . .
Do dreams foretell the honey? Break the spell.
So I come home in the valley of Kalihi,
My bare feet on hard earth, hibiscus with stamen-tongue
Twirled in my fingers like a paper wind-mill,
A wheel of color, crimson, the petals large,
Kiss of the petal, tactile, light, intense . . .
Now I am back again. I can touch the children:
My human race, in whom was a human dwelling,
Whose names are all the races—of one skin.
For so our games ran tacit, without blur.
What brings me back with giant steps to them?
What was the feast that woke this fabulous thirst?
What was the summer fruit we found and ate
Boldly, with the children of Adam?
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A game and a daily search
In the harvest of trees. We played a parable.
We possessed a valley, devoured the juicy, dense
Jewels of appetite hung in fresco sweeps,
In garlands and in fountains toward the sea.
Mangoes of golden flesh, with turpentine
Peel and odor. Cut plums of inky stain
And the pucker of persimmons. Dates to be got
By stepping up a tree-trunk. Coconuts
With custard centres. Rose and custard apple,
Eugenia, pink, lemon and little orange,
Guava seedy and tart, and the hidden poha,
And the sacklike fig, to be ripped, to be seen, to be tasted.
How rasping sweet the suck of sugar-cane,—
Papaya and banana taken for granted.
With giant steps, in sleep and troubled pain
I return to the fabulous feast, the old communion,
With bodiless hunger and thirst. Why have I come
Away from the adult world where race is war?
Here we are dipping and passing the calabash
In the ceremony of friends; I also;
But in frenzy and pain distort 
The simple need, knowing how blood is shed:
 To sit together
Drinking the blue ocean, eating the sun
Like a fruit . . .
The “summer fruit we ate boldly”—especially in a place without clear 
seasonal distinctions—symbolizes the ripening of childhood and 
youth, and the fruit of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. 
In their fruit-laden valley, these children of “many races” and “one 
skin” played the “parable” of the Garden of Eden. But as “children of 
Adam” they also unwittingly embodied Cain and Abel, and the origin 
of strife and war in the Christian creation story.
The fragrance of maile, the feeling of going barefoot, the taste of 
mangoes and guavas present an idyllic counterpart to the painful con-
sciousness of “the adult world where race is war”; the knowledge of 
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“how blood is shed” makes the reality of that precious life of the senses 
seem an enchantment, a spell which is broken by knowledge of the 
inhumanity of nation pitted against nation. Faced with the cruelties 
and bloodshed of war, the basic values of life symbolized in the inno-
cence and carefree existence of the child in nature become dehuman-
ized. In her religious cultural poem Taggard presents the lū‘au [feast] 
experienced with her childhood friends as a symbol of the perfect 
state of communal sharing of the bounty of nature equally among all 
people, the social and political ideal which reflects her communist 
belief in this later period.
Origin: Hawaii comes after nearly fifteen years of Taggard’s effort in 
her own books and in the radical press to integrate her fundamental 
lyricism with an active ethical consciousness, within her own identity 
as a revolutionary writer. It is perceptible particularly in poems like 
“Pacific”:41 
Pacific
This child went forth to the grace-abounding sea. 
I was that child, that child, in memory, me. 
The sea was always dancing, never dull. 
And every day the blue sea, tangible, 
Swept and sustained and rinsed, with the taste of salt 
Its children without hurt, in deep cobalt.
To swim was to sink and be captured, taken
Through solid depths and surface dimple-shine
To the leaping edge where the instant’s foam was seething.
Except near reefs where we were knocked and shaken
Until our chests were taut with inheld breathing
Fear rarely tainted that water, vast and benign.
Armed forces suffer there today—they hate
Its vasts, its depth, its sharks, its color even.
It and the enemy are both cruel and great.
Innocence is lost that called it heaven.
Their curses, their stoic quiet, taint its sweep.
And history will surely call it deep.
May the brown nations of its islands have
The joy we captured from its colored wave.
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And confidence return, and children swim.
May the lore of the sea enchant again, the rim
Still be the edge of the primitive element we
Rose from, returned to and lived by: the sea.
Bringing together in a single line the near-quote from Whitman (“a 
child went forth,” from Leaves of Grass) and the biblical phrase, “grace 
abounding” from John Bunyan (Pilgrim’s Progress), she unites the great 
democratic poet with a writer of deep religious faith—and the sea is 
characterized as a reflection of heaven itself. Like the universe in the 
innocence of childhood, the sea is maternally benign with an embrace 
of pure unity and wellbeing. But in wartime, when innocence is lost, it 
turns into a battlefield of racial and economic strife—and the deepest 
of graveyards. The poet yearns for a return to a racially inclusive life 
with “the brown nations of its islands,” and the return of confidence 
in the shared cultural experience, and the good life, that the sea rep-
resented to her in her youth. 
One aspect of her correspondence with Angus over Origin: Hawaii 
shows that Taggard’s political principles extended even to the pro-
duction and marketing of her book. In October 1946, with most of 
the material in hand, Angus wrote that he had spoken to a literary 
agent in Honolulu, hoping to attract the interest of an East Coast 
publisher to secure greater national distribution, and thereby greater 
income from sales, than he would be able to effect from Hawai‘i. Her 
response was swift and uncompromising:
I proceeded on your original impulse—which was—why not put into 
one group the poems written about this place, and sell them at a rea-
sonable price to people who do or do not understand and cherish the 
place. I am interested in neither fame nor money. Today these two 
things represent all that is cheap and disgusting in the world. I am 
interested in poetry, people (readers) and in a fuller culture. . . . This 
was a labor of love on your part and mine. If it isn’t that, it’s nothing.42
That labor of love represented the convergence of two deep and 
vital streams of Taggard’s artistic formation. Her conviction of the 
need for social equality, beginning in her religious upbringing in 
Honolulu and the social-reformist example of her parents, would 
eventually lead her to socialism and, later, communism. Although she 
may have later learned, to her shame, of the political agenda behind 
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the campaign of the haole ruling elite in Honolulu to reinforce their 
power by hiring more teachers like her parents from the U.S. in the 
post-overthrow period in Hawai‘i, her commitment to social improve-
ment was inherited from James and Alta, to whom Origin: Hawaii is 
dedicated. If in her own lifetime she came to believe that the only 
way these good social outcomes could be fully realized would be 
through revolution, rather than reform, this belief was underpinned 
in her poetry by the physical and social experiences of her Hawaiian 
 childhood. 
A year or so before she died, Taggard wrote to her daughter, Mar-
cia, about the Hawai‘i she remembered: “It was a fine, gracious, clean, 
breezy clear dancing sort of world and I was too young to see what 
pain and evil were there. . . . Later, I learned about the sugar plant-
ers.”43 Around the same time, a birthday letter to Genevieve from 
her mother Alta included the statement: “I think each and every one 
should make the world a little better because of his having lived.”44 In 
the poems of Origin: Hawaii, Taggard demonstrated both her dedi-
cation to her mother’s idealism, and her desire to bring the beauty 
of her beloved home to the service of political awareness and social 
responsibility. 
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